The ATTCT repeats of spinocerebellar ataxia type 10 display strong nucleosome assembly which is enhanced by repeat interruptions.
Nucleosome packaging influences many aspects of DNA metabolism such as replication, repair and transcription, and via this link likely has further downstream effects on genome stability. The instability and expansion of repetitive sequences is associated with at least 42 human diseases, yet the molecular conditions contributing to repeat instability have remained largely undetermined. Previously we showed strong nucleosome formation on CAG repeats associated with spinocerebellar ataxia type 1 and very weak formation on CGG repeats associated with fragile X syndrome, and that interruption of these repeat tracts made the DNA behave more like random sequences. In this study, we determined nucleosome formation on pure and interrupted ATTCT pentanucleotides associated with spinocerebellar ataxia type 10 (SCA10). We report strong nucleosome formation on ATTCT repeats, like CAG tracts. Surprisingly, in contrast to the effect of interruptions on other repeat sequences, interruptions in the expanded ATTCT tracts further strengthened assembly with hyperacetylated histones under physiological conditions with NAP-1. These differences may contribute to phenotypic variation seen between families having pure and interrupted SCA10 repeats, as well as the overall genetic instability at the SCA10 locus.